SafePace Radar Sign Price List

**SafePace 100**
11" Digits
- SP100 AC $1,999
- SP100 Battery $2,399
- SP100 Solar $2,599

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 250**
12" Digits
- SP250 AC $2,199
- SP250 Battery $2,599
- SP250 Solar $2,799

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 450**
15" Digits
- SP450 AC $2,999
- SP450 Battery $3,299
- SP450 Solar $3,599

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 475**
18" Digits
- SP475 AC $3,599
- SP475 Battery $3,899
- SP475 Solar $4,199

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 550**
15" Digits
- SP550 AC $3,199
- SP550 Battery NA
- SP550 Solar $3,699

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 600**
15" Digits
- SP600 AC $3,899
- SP600 Battery NA
- SP600 Solar $4,499

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Third Digit $300
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 625**
15" Digits
- SP625 AC $3,299
- SP625 Battery $3,399
- SP625 Solar $3,699

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 650**
15" Digits
- SP650 AC $3,699
- SP650 Battery $3,899
- SP650 Solar $3,999

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Universal Bracket (Full Set) $125
- Universal Bracket (Pole Plate) $49
- 4 Cell Battery $325
- 4 Cell Charger $35
- Dolly Unit* $690
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 700**
18" Digits
- SP700 AC $5,399
- SP700 Battery NA
- SP700 Solar $5,999

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Cruiser LT Trailer $3,499

**SafePace 800**
18" Digits, Trailer Mounted
- SP800 AC $6,299
- SP800 Battery NA
- SP800 Solar $6,999

Options
- Data Collection $400
- Cruiser LT Trailer $4,499

* Dolly is only available for SP100 (Battery and Solar models), SP250, SP450, SP625, SP650 (Battery models). Radar sign is not included in dolly price.

---

**SafePace Cloud**
- Annual Network Fee $400
- GSM Modem $400
- GSM Antenna $50

- SafePace Cloud works with all SafePace signs.
- Remotely control signs.
- Access traffic data.

---
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